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UNITED STATES Gi {MENT : ’) 

Memoranaum 
DIRECTOR, FBI (105-82555) (RM) = DATe: 3/25/63 

ad 
SAC, DALLAS ° 

LEE HARVEY’ OSWALD 
INTERNAL SECURITY — R 

Dallas File 100-10461 (P) 

NARINA NIKOLAEVNA ‘OSWALD, nee 
Marina Nikolaevna’Prusakova, Aka. LE wee yf 
IS -R LY Ce] 1% 
SOBIR eed 

Dallas File 105-1435 (P) 
“ 
AN 

Re Dalles letter to the Bureau 7/25/62, and report . 
of SA JOHN W. FAIN, Dallas, 8/30/62. ~ 

On 9/28/62, Poe | a source who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, made avaiiable photoszraphks 
of names and addresses of subscribers maintainca by "Tin 
WORKER," an East Coast communist newspaper. Included was the Zs 
name of LEE H, CSWALD, 2703 Liercedes Street, Tort “orth, Texas. 

On 3/4/63, ER, JEFF VOOSLEY, Supervisory Clor:, INS, 
Dallas, Texas, advised that MRS, MARINA OSVALD as or January, 
1963, resided at Apartment Z%, 602 Etsbeth, Dallas, Texas. On \ 
3/11/63, MRS, M. F. TOBIAS, Apartment Manager, 602 Elsbeth, 
Dallas, Texas, advised that on 3/3/63, LEE [ARVEY OSWALD and his 4 

wife MARINA moved from that apartment building to another 

‘apartment building in Dallas, Texas. URS. TCBIAS advised that 
ithey had considerable difficulty with IR. CSYALD, who apparently ™ 

“ drank to excess and beat his wife on numerous occzsions. HRS. a 
TCBIAS advised that they had a small child and that URS. ClWALD 4 

apparently spoke little or no English and seldom associated é 
iO 

to
me

, 

with any other individuals. They had had numerous conplaints 

from the other tenants duc to OSWALD's drinzing and beating of 

his wife. ) 
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DL 105-82555 

On 3/11/63, MRS, DOROTIEA MYERS (protect identity), 
Postal Inspectors Office, advised that MR. and MBS. LEE HARVEY 
OSWALD moved to 214 West Neeley, Dallas, Texas. On 3/14/63, 
a check of this residence reflected that a name plate showing 
LR. and RAS, LEE HARVEY OSWALD appeared on the mail box at 214 
West Neeley Street, Dallas, Texas. 

LEAD 

DALLAS 

AT DALLAS, TEXAS 

mo Will determine present employment of LEE OSWALD, after 
a which a deternination Will be made as to whether his wife 

should be interviewed in connection with the SOBIR program. 
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